NOTE ON PRODUCTS IN Ext NOBUO YONEDA1
The objective of this note is to present an interrelation between the V-product in [l] and the composition product in [2; 3] , which in turn gives a comparison of the cup-product with the composition product. Similar relations can be obtained also for other products involving Tor and (iterated) connecting homomorphisms.
We retain the notations in [l, Chapter XI]. The external product
is defined in the situation (a-4z, aC2, sA't, s.C't) under the following assumption:
(i) A, T, 2 are X-projective; (ii) Tor%(A, A')=0 lor «>0. To this situation we now add (a-Bs, zB'r) and (ii') Tor%(B, We now define maps £"" : (I®jJ')p+p.+"^(F®sF)" by a" = Ei (-l)p(n_i)<5i ®s ^_i.
Then a" is a chain map (X®2X')-^>(Y®SY') of degree -(£+£'), and it gives a lift of the map a®zai'. Therefore (bVb') o (aW) is represented by the map (fi®xfi')&"+Q' = (-l)pq'fiaq®zfi'aq., which proves our assertion.
Instead of (i), (ii) we shall now assume (iii-4) A is 2-flat. Let X' be as before, and let X" be a A®r*-projective resolution of A®zA'. Since A®^X' is acyclic over A®sA', we have a chain map X" ->A®sX' lifting the identity map of A®zA', which induces a cochain map 
